
The Antikaroshi  
 
Lyrics:  Extract. Transform. Debase. 
 
Jaded 

Let's come to 

The point to finally switch it off 

a point you pull it off 

and no one even cares 

 

Cause everyone’s so fed up 

Is it big enough to make it 

let’s boredom await it,  

Getting jaded! 

 

I'm off the radar 

And there might be efforts for you... 

 

Constitution shall not 

What can you do while your anger has been canalized 

what can you do with everyone’s in need for a little privacy 

what can you do if the chorus is suddenly only half the volume 

what can we do if time has changed you-yeah you 

 

They say “constitution shall not!” with a bad deal on top 

Freedom’s declared while innocents get shot out of the unknown. 

 

what can you do when all the things around you have turned into a mess 

to start anew while beaten black and blue 



what can I do with transformations, associations and it all comes true what can I, me, myself 

what to do 

 

Chin chin 

Flowers and strawberries  

Cheesecake and vegan turkey 

We all know about- it‘s easy to handle  

We all know, we all know.. 

 

Sugar sugar- Sweet sweets  

Honey honey and flavoured candies 

Chin chins favours economies  

We all know, We all know.. 

 

Flowers and blueberries  

Money money flavours indiscreet  

We all know about what never happens 

we all know, We all know  

…a hand that feeds rarely got bitten! 

I know you bet on me I'm sorry I've to quit the team 

I know you reckon on me I don't want to play in your team 

 

Bencik 

You sit and you’re making yourself a target, in opposition you teach us how to be brave 

Retired with a small pension, speaking out loud resist the tension. 

Call out a vision, enlighten the fog of lies make a decision, it’s truly no surprise 



Spitting image 

Come on boy you look so angry. May it be you ‘re looking for applause  

Come on boy you look so afraid. Is it you lack a bit of self esteem 

Turn the lights off. Your spitting image. 

might become your hero plain-talking for the cheated ones and You! 

Come on boy these men are angry. You gotta be part of their applause...uhhh 

Come on boy see it’s getting toxic you look so tired meanwhile, is it a lack of the applause? 

Come on boys you look so afraid. Yet you’re hoping for your self-esteem. 

Come on boys you need to overcome, get over what they call existential fear 

Boy there’s no such thing like a brotherhood, there’s no nation at all 

 

Requiem for R.S. 

.. he's kept it as always, never made a headline, wrong time, wrong place too long ago, 

forgotten long ago. 

Hey you 

Hey, can you also see the anger rising? It's not their fault!  

Let me speak to you as an honest working man from eye to eye. As I'm sure you know the 

truth My brothers and sisters had now become the focus of your hatred. Please turn off your 

microphones for just one bloody minute  

It's one by one... 

Checked your record: problem! 

 

Set your reminder 

Looking for solutions, looking for an easy way 

Up your damn nation, we’re building walls for being safe. 

Small man, sitting in the cellar room of bright concrete skyscrapers that rule the world 

Looking for variety, find a remarkable detail 

I lost faith in any system, I'll use the words I've to say 



you’re so pissed off and meanwhile.. 

All those fireworks way too frequently 

all those changes way too randomly 

set your reminder 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 


